
 

 

  

Marine Casualty Advisory 

 

 

Loss of propulsion "EEMSLIFT HENDRIKA" in North Sea  
Location: Norwegian Sea 

Impact: marine hull exposure 

Issued by Skytek: at 22:00 GMT on 06 Apr 2021 

 

 

Summary: The 2015-built, Netherlands-flagged, 5460 gt "Eemslift Hendrika" is owned by " Eemslift 

Hendrika Bv" and managed by "Amasus Shipping Bv".  The ship's ISM manager is " Amasus Support 

Bv", and it is entered with British Marine Club on behalf of "Eemslift Hendrika Bv". 

While sailing from Bremerhaven to Kolvereid with an ETA of 04th Apr PM weather deteriorated on 

the 04th Apr with head winds of up to 45 knots and high waves of up to 10m in height, which 

caused the ship to lose propulsion. React tracks the ship drifting towards Norway coasts.  

The ship was abandoned, but crew rescued by the Norwegian Coast Guard, and it is reported that 

Smit Salvage has been hired to salvage the ship from grounding. React tracks the ocean going tug 

“NORMAND DROTT”, coastguard boat “KV Sortland”, and tug “BB OCEAN” in vicinity of the drifting 

ship, for the salvage operation. 
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Figure 1 - React capture of "Eemslift Hendrika” track on 06 Apr 2021 



 

 

Skytek REACT provides real-time weather, vessel and offshore installation monitoring, as well as 

downloadable lists of ships and energy asset values in the storm area. For more information or a 

demonstration, please visit Skytek.com. 

 

About Skytek 

Skytek is an award-winning software company specialising in creating innovative solutions for a 

range of complex and demanding industries. It has an enviable track record in developing world-

class software solutions for some of the most challenging industries. The company has 

unparalleled expertise in the Space environment, where it has decades of engagement with the 

European Space Agency and NASA. It has also developed intelligent software solutions for other 

industries, including Marine transportation, Aerospace, Defence and Insurance. 

 

Web Site: http://www.skytek.com 


